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• EIA Co-ordination

• Technical Assessment Specialists
• Planning

• Transport

• Geo-environmental

• Socio-economics

• Acoustics

• Air Quality

• Ecology

• Hydrology

• Landscape & Visual

• EIA & Planning / Consenting Interface
• Development Planning & SEA

• Planning Strategy

• Masterplans

• Applications

• Discharge of Conditions

• Development Implementation & 

Engineering
• Land Remediation

• Site & Roads Engineering

• Detailed Building Design

• Environmental Management Systems
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PBA EIA Capabilities for Scotland



New EIA Regulations

Required to implement EU Directive 
2014/52/EU – to improve EIA effectiveness 
across all EU Member States

Deadline of 17th May 2017 for transposition 
across EU. Different approaches taken across 
the UK

New Scottish EIA Regulations take effect 16th

May 2017, including:

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental 
Impact Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 2017 

The Electricity Works (Environmental Impact 
Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 2017

Transitional provisions apply to EIAs where 
Scoping Request, planning application or 
appeal submitted before 16th May 2017
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• Additional Screening considerations; 

• Environmental Statement (ES) renamed to EIA Reports;

• Longer EIA Report statutory consultation period (30 days);

• Additional information requirements & environmental topics for EIA Reports;

• Changes to consideration of alternatives and assessment of cumulative impacts;

• New competency & expertise requirements;

• Reasoned conclusion in all EIA Decision Notices;

• New mitigation & monitoring requirements;
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What is changing?



• Separate regulations for sectors & UK nations;

• No changes to development types or thresholds requiring EIA (Schedules 1 & 2);

• 2015 Scottish amendment regulations established EIA as a process rather than output 

(i.e. an ES) – new regulations emphasise this;

• Fundamentals of EIA process & reporting – UK acknowledged to have good EIA practice

• Screening (by planning authorities) remains mandatory for Schedule 2 Developments;

• Scoping remains optional for developers; 

• Multi-stage consent procedures remain, with enhanced clarity.
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What Won’t Change?



• Characteristics of development: 

• Physical characteristics including design and demolition 

• Cumulation with existing & approved development 

• Major accident & disaster risks, human health risks

• Location of development:

• Description of environmental aspects likely to be significantly affected

• Approved land uses (i.e. extant consents)

• Absorption capacity of marine environment, landscapes & nationally designated sites

• Characteristics of potential impact:

• Description of likely significant effects, to the extent known

• Take account of available results of any relevant assessment

• Proposed mitigation to avoid or prevent significant adverse effects – very important

• Timescales & Reasons for Screening Determination
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EIA Screening

Additional information requirements & selection criteria



• Remains voluntary;

• Include description of “likely significant 

effects” (previously potential effects)

• Timescales maintained; and

• EIA Report to be prepared in accordance 

with most recent Scoping Opinion.
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EIA Scoping

Limited Changes



Developer’s responsibilities:

• EIA Report must be prepared by 

“competent experts” – undefined in 

legislation

• EIA Report must outline relevant 

expertise or qualifications of such 

experts – already best practice
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Competency, Expertise & Criminal Offences

Risks of legal challenge to applications & consents

Decision Makers’ responsibilities:

• Must ensure they have, or have access 

to, “sufficient expertise” to examine EIA 

Report in order to make a “reasoned 

conclusion” – expertise is undefined in 

legislation

New criminal offences:
• Knowingly/recklessly making false statements

• Use of false/misleading documents with intention to deceive

• Withholding information with intention to deceive



• EIA Reports must include descriptions of:

• Relevant environmental baseline and predicted baseline evolution in the absence of 
the proposed development

• “Physical characteristics of the whole development”, including demolition and land use 
requirements – should prevent salami slicing

• “Main characteristics of the operational phase” – focus on natural resource usage 

• Estimate of expected residues and emissions – requirement extended to include 
construction and operational waste generation

• Assessment methodologies

• Likely significant effects

• “Measures envisaged to avoid, prevent, reduce or, if possible, offset any 
identified significant adverse effects on the environment and, where appropriate, 
of any proposed monitoring arrangements…”

• Reference list
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EIA Reports

Additional ‘front-end’ requirements



Consideration of Alternatives requirements:

• EIA Report must describe “reasonable alternatives studied” (previously “main 

alternatives”) – wider potential scope

• Reasonable alternatives must be relevant to project and its specific 

characteristics – consider alternative development design (inc. alternative access 

options), technology, location, size and scale.

• EIA Report must include indication of main reasons for the chosen option, including 

environmental considerations – overlap with Design & Access Statements

Assessment of cumulative impacts:

• Now restricted to “existing/approved development” 

• Clarity should reduce uncertainty, albeit potential multi-stage consent issues
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Alternatives & Cumulative Impacts

Key areas of challenge & risk



New Topics

Human Health
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• Air Quality

• Amenity Impacts

• Contaminated Land Remediation



New Topics

Climate Change
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New Topics

Biodiversity
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• Terrestrial, Riparian, 

Aquatic / Marine and 

Soil Ecology

• Designated Sites & 

Protected Species

• Ecological 

connectivity

• Habitat 

Fragmentation 

• Direct, Indirect & 

Cumulative Impacts

• Demolition, 

Construction & 

Operational Effects



New Topics

Risks of Major Accidents/Disasters
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• EIA Reports must include:

“A description of the measures envisaged to avoid, prevent, reduce or, if possible, offset any 
identified significant adverse effects on the environment and, where appropriate, of any 
proposed monitoring arrangements…”

• Planning authority / Scottish Ministers must:

“Take steps to ensure” required mitigation and monitoring is implemented – e.g. mitigation 
schedules, planning conditions & legal agreements. 

• Monitoring - not major requirement, but it emphasises the need for robust assessments, 
clear EIA significance conclusions and appropriate mitigation

• Required mitigation & monitoring:

Identified throughout EIA from screening onwards to avoid, prevent and monitor significant 
adverse effects. 

• Monitoring parameters and duration should be proportionate; provision for remedial action 
also be to considered
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Mitigation & Monitoring Implementation

New frontier for EIA



• Consultation period extended to 30 days

• Decision Notice must now also include:

• “the main reasons and considerations on 
which the decision is based”

• “summary of environmental information”

• a “reasoned conclusion on the significant 
effects of the proposed development” – must 
be certified as being “still up to date”

• Description of mitigation and monitoring 
requirements

• Ensure information up-to-date to allow this
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Decision making



• Manage additional risks and programme implications

• Consider mitigation options at screening stage

• Ensure all environmental commitments, including those made at screening & 

scoping, are fulfilled

• Competent experts preparing EIA Reports

• Address additional environmental topics and information requirements as 

appropriate

• Respond to differences between Scottish and English/Welsh regulations

• Ensure planning authorities & the Scottish Ministers fulfil their obligations
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Key Messages



Thank you

Duncan Smart, Senior Planner

dsmart@peterbrett.com

0141 343 3319
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